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Abstract
The �rst step in plant defense mechanism is to sense the insect attack stimulus. Plant sensitivity of an
insect attack is the �rst step of defense. Molecules generated by the oral secretion of the insect interact
with the plant receptors to trigger plant defense mechanisms. We selected some highly cited insect
elicitors molecules, volicitin, caeliferin, bruchin which interact with plant defense by interacting with plant
elicitors (systemin, inceptin and peps) located on the plant cell surface. This interaction activates plant
receptors SYR1, LRR, PEPR and triggers downstream defense signaling. The octadecanoid pathways,
involving enzymes allene oxide synthase (AOS) and Hydroxyperoxide lyase (HPL) are activated. These
enzymes mediate production of green leafy volatiles and Jasmonic acid by interacting with
hydroxperoxide molecules. We docked the elicitors with receptors and enzymes with substrates in the
pathway of JA production. Phe was found to be an important amino acid that interacts with 13-
hydroxyperoxides in the case of AOS to produce JA but not in the case of HPL. JA is converted to JA-Ile
which shows strong binding with COI1 and COI1-JA-Ile complex docked with JAZ which showed strong
interaction with �ve hydrogens and one salt bridge bond. AOS and HPL showed less than 40% identity for
sequence and structure alignment. AOS and HPL had shown an interaction between each other and
showed a common interaction partner of the Lipoxygenase family. HPL shows interaction with ADH2
(Alcohol dehydrogenase) involved in GLVs production. AOS also showed interaction partner AOC, COI1
and OPR1 which are involved in JA-induced plant defense mechanism.

Introduction
The insect plant ratio on our planet is interestingly high. Three hundred thousand plants have one million
insect pests to compete with. Both the competitors, plants and insect, have evolved intricate and
sophisticated strategies to survive within this aura of competition1. Some counter defense strategies
developed by plants include production of secondary metabolites, repellents, antifeedants and
morphological features modi�cation 2. Right after any damage cue sensed the plants promptly
synthesize and discharge organic/inorganic volatile compounds as �rst step in preparation for defense
strategies against attack 3. These oral secretions in the form of regurgitates or saliva play key role in
plant defense mechanism against herbivory 4. The insect pest have diversi�ed mode of feeding due to
their different types of mouthparts this make them more adaptable than other fauna on earth.

Insect contributes to the largest group of the herbivores on the planet 5 and this tends to the development
of diverse counter defense strategies, against insect attack, by plants 6. Although the execution and
maintenance of this sophisticated mechanism is expensive for plants but this cost is inevitable for their
survival in insect pest dominating environment 7,8. This defense mechanism is invoked by direct insect
pest attack/physical contact or by sensing the chemical cues from neighboring plants attacked by insect
9’10. Insect generated signals by physical contact 11 ovipositional �uid 12, feces 13, pheromone 14 and
insect feeding vibrations 15 can be sensed by the plants result in initiation of plant defense cascade
activation. The production, behavior and effect of insect oral secretion have been studied extensively in
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context of plant defense mechanism against herbivory 16. Oral secretions of the insects are divided in two
broad categories as per their origin i.e., salivary �uid secreted from salivary gland and those derived from
the gut called regurgitate. Both types of the secretions are rich in chemical compounds which can
become elicitor or repressor of plant defense mechanism 17.

Plants have developed very sensitive mechanisms to foresee and sense the danger of herbivory. A very
intricate and synchronized coevolution has been developed between insects and plants. The key players
for the initiation of plant defense are diversi�ed chemical like insect-derived elicitors damage-associated
molecules, plant hormone systems activated by insect oral secretion compounds 4. Volicitin, N-(17-
hydroxylinolenoyl)-L-glutamine (volicitin), was �rst insect oral secretion detected elicitor molecule in beet
armyworm larvae, Spodoptera exigua 18. Volicitin was also reported to be involved in synthesis of the
volatile insect predator attractants after herbivores attacking maize plants 19. Other insect small peptide
elicitors like Inceptins have also been reported which are present both in plant and insect regurgitate.
Inceptins, �rstly reported in Spodoptera frugiperda oral secretions, are proteolytic fragments of a
chloroplastic ATP synthase c-subunit that are generated in the insect midgut and induce defenses in
cowpea and beans20. These disul�de-bonded peptides are synthesized by protein degradation fragments
of the chloroplastic ATP synthase (γ-subunit), formed in Spodoptera frugiperda gut by the digestion of
plant proteins 20. The most common inceptin receptors in plant are leucine-rich repeat receptor-like
protein (INR) 21. Caeliferins a disulfoxy fatty acids were identi�ed in the oral secretions of Shistocerca
americana (American bird grasshopper) oral secretions were reported to contain a disulfoxy fatty acid
compound called caeliferin 19. Bruchins is another important elicitor was isolated from the oral secretions
of Callosobruchus maculatus and Bruchus pisorum 18.

Several defense signals are activated in plant right after insect herbivory which results initiation of
different plant defense responses 22. The �rst injury-induced peptide signal (elicitor) produced in plant
was an eighteen amino acid long peptide named systemin. It was reported to be derived from its inactive
form prosystemin right after insect bite in tomato 23. Systemin promotes Jasmonic acid buildup in plant
cells and triggers the genes expression for the production of defense related plant proteins 24. A leucine-
rich repeat receptor kinase (LRR-RK), called SYR1 has been reported as a receptor of systemin in plants
25. Later some other injury-induced peptide based plant elicitors had been identi�ed. The application of
synthetic twenty three amino acid long maize Peps could mimic the Spodoptera exigua attack and found
to induce jasmonic acid production 26. A short peptide AtPeps acts as signals to activate both jasmonic
and salicylic acid signaling pathways in Arabidopsis 27. The reported receptors of AtPeps—AtPEPR1 and
AtPEPR2—are classi�ed under the LRR-RK protein family 28,29.

The allene oxide synthase (AOS) and hydroxyl peroxide lipase (HPL) enzymes, responsible for the
production of defense signals in the form of jasmonates and aldehydes (GLVs), respectively30, uced
response of the plants in response to injury or damage is one of the signi�cant components of insect
pest control strategies in agriculture for the management of pest population 31–33. By increasing the host
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plant resistance we can minimize the use of insecticides which in turn. Genetically modi�ed crops have
been introduced during last two decades were found to be more economical to cultivate than the use of
insecticides extensively.

This study can be proved more helpful in investigations and revelation of plant stress response
pathways, interactions structure, and function of proteins involved. In this project we attempt to cover the
entire chain of herbivory defense cascade from the recognition of a feeding insect pest, through the
production of defense molecules or utilization of physical defenses. Firstly, the primary events of
herbivory induced the defense responses are studied and later complex intracellular signaling cascades
was predicted, with a special focus on the jasmonate pathway.

Results
The objective of this study is to determine the interactions among the insect/plant elicitors and receptor
molecules in herbivory induced plant defense mechanism pathway (Fig. 1).

Three-dimensional protein structure prediction

The �rst step in a proteomic study is to have the 3D structure of the protein. 3D structures of the selected
protein could not be found Protein Data Bank (PDB) so predicted through I-TASSER and MODELLER. The
online server I-TASSER send the results via email containing �ve models, against each submitted query
sequence, with different con�dence levels (C-score). The models with high scores were selected and
evaluated for quality check. The predicted 3D protein models, either from MODELLER or I-TASSER were
re�ned and evaluated and good quality models were selected (Table 2) (Fig. 2–3)

Docking Analysis
Interaction of insect elicitor molecules with plant elicitors

Docking was performed on all selected inhibitors by using AutoDock Vina. The main purpose of docking
was to �nd the potential interactions between insect elicitor molecules and plant receptors to �nd out
how these molecules interact with each other to trigger plant defense pathways (Table 3). The lowest
binding energy (-6.9kacl/mol) was recorded for the Volicitin-Systemin complex (Fig. 4a) followed by that
of the Volicitin-PEP1 complex (-6.8kcal/mol) (Fig. 4b). The highest number of hydrogen bonds (5) was
found in Caeliferin-Systemin (Fig. 4c) and Bruchin-PEP1 complexes (Fig. 4d). The hydrogen bond
distance among the docked complexes was ranging from 2.7 to 3.17 Å which re�ects good interaction
strength (Fig. 4a-f).

Interactions of plant elicitors with plant receptors
Protein-Protein docking was done by the PatchDock server. The input of this server is two molecules of
any type: proteins, DNA, peptides, drugs. The output is a list of potential complexes sorted by shape
complementarity criteria. The amino acid interaction between docked proteins was observed through
DIMPLOT (Table 4). Overall a strong interaction was observed as the hydrogen bond distance for all the
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interactions were less than 3 Å (Fig. 5a-c). Systemin-SYR1 formed the highest numbers (8) of hydrogen
bonds (Fig. 5a). Inceptin, although released from insect regurgitate, acts as a plant elicitor and interacts
with plant receptor LRR by forming a strong hydrogen bond of 2.59Å bond distance (Fig. 5c).

Jasmonate biosynthesis

Interaction of AOS and HPL with their ligand molecules
Hydrogen bonding in the protein-ligand complex was found for both proteins (Table 5). The lowest
binding energy (-6.7kcal/mol) has resulted in the 13(S) Hydroperoxide-HPL complex (Fig. 6a). Four
hydrogen bonds, with bond distances ranging between 3.20 and 2.55 Å, were found in 13(S)
Hydroperoxide-AOS complex (Fig. 6b). The hydrogen bond interactions of 9(S) Hydroperoxide with HPL
and AOS are shown in Figs. 6c-d.

Jasmonate signaling and regulation
Interaction of COI1 with JA-IIe

Coronatine Insensitive Protein 1 (COI1) is a nucleus receptor that binds with the JA-IIe (Jasmonate
Isoleucine) to degrade JAZ (Jasmonate ZIM domain) protein. The complex was docked successfully with
− 5.8kcal of binding energy. Three good strength hydrogen bonds (2.81–3.01 Å) were also observed
(Fig. 7a-b).

Interaction of COI1 receptor with JAZ protein
JAZ proteins inhibit the activity of MYC2 by bindinding to their respective transcription factors. The
production and deposition of Jasmonic acid in damaged cells is the �rst response herbivory or
mechanical damage to the plants. The jasmonic acid further converted to (+)-7-iso-JA-L-Ile. This binds to
coronatin-insensitive 1 (COI1) protein. This event leads to the binding of COI1 with Jasmonate ZIM-
domain (JAZ) protein. This complex is recognized by 26S proteasome and JAZ is degraded by
ubiquitination process4 .

Keeping in view evidence from literature, that JA-Ile- COI1 binds to JAZ which leads to its ubiquitination of
JAZ by 26S proteasome 4, we performed protein-protein docking of JA-Ile- COI1complex with JAZ by
assigning JA-Ile- COI1 as ligand and JAZ as a receptor. The resulting docked complex showed a lower
binding a�nity of -8.20 kcal/mol. Seven hydrogen bonds were formed with bond distance ranging from
2.61 to 3.21 Å and one salt bridge bond between Arg211 (JAZ) and Glu203 (COI1) (Fig. 8a-b).

Protein-protein interaction)
STRING database was used to �nd out the interaction partner of Hydroperoxide lyase and Allene oxide
synthase.
Allene Oxide Synthase (AOS)

Eleven nodes and thirty-six edges with an average clustering coe�cient of 0.829 were observed in the
case of AOS (Fig. 9). The interaction with ten proteins in the network was based on co-expression and
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text mining. AOC showed the highest homology score (0.979) through co-expression followed by that of
HPL (0.907) through text mining and co-expression and loxD (0.863) through co-expression.
Hydroperoxide lyase (HPL)

Eleven nodes and twenty-nine edges with an average clustering coe�cient of 0.471 were observed in the
case of HPL (Fig. 10). The interaction with ten proteins in the network was based on co-expression and
text mining. ADH2 showed the highest homology score (0.971) through text mining followed by that of
loxC (0.693) through text mining and co-expression and Solyc09g055900.2.1 (0.958) through co-
expression and text mining.

Protein sequence and structure alignment
The sequences show only a percent similarity of 60.7 while percent identity 35.9 was observed (Fig. 11).
In the case of 3D structure superposition, the percent identity was 37.3 was observed (Fig. 12a-b).

Discussion
The plants and insects have an intricate evolution history. Both coevolved sometimes as mutualistic
relations and mostly as competitors. Insect plant co evolution is the most speedily occurring event in
nature. As the insects acquire advanced capabilities to damage plants in turn the plants response back to
the damage by modifying it defense machinery. This is the interplay of insect-plant chemicals to become
winner. The �rst and foremost event in initiation of plant defense mechanics is the recognition of the
stimulus by plant receptor cells. Insect oral secretions induces several internal signals from the wounded
tissues, including jasmonate signaling 39,40. Although many oral secretions might not serve a speci�c
function to the insect, salivary proteins play a more active role in modulating the interactions between
plant and insect herbivore 41–43. The plants release volatile compounds such as repellents for insect pest
and attractants for pasitoides/predators act as an alarm for herbivore attack44. The signals in the form
insect oral secretion elicitor compounds are perceived by plant elicitors and induce defense responses
afterwards. Jasmonic acid is the key player of insect herbivory induced plant defense mechanisms in
plants.

In the current study, we selected literature that reported insect-derived elicitors and predicted their
interaction with plant elicitors and receptors in the Jasmonic acid pathway. The 2D structures were
downloaded from PubChem in .sdf format and later converted into .pdb format through Chimera. The
sequence of plant-derived elicitors was retrieved through UniProt in FASTA format. The 3D structure of
plant receptors was not available in Protein Data Bank (PDB) those were modeled through homology-
based modeling (Modeller) and Ab-initio method (I-TASSER). I-TASSER server uses multiple templates to
predict protein structure 45. It generates �ve models with different con�dence scores. Good quality
models with high C scores46,47 were selected for further analysis.

During insect herbivory there are lots of elicitor molecules that are released from the oral secretions of
insects, however, for this study we have selected highly cited elicitor molecules i.e., volicitin, caeliferin,
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bruchin and inceptin. Volicitin (N-(17-hydroxylinolenoyl)-l-Gln) a small fatty acid derived molecule was
�rst reported in the corn seedling wounds caused by beet armyworm feeding19 In the current study,
�ndings show a strong interaction between plant elicitor peptides and their receptors with hydrogen bond
distance less than 3Å which re�ects a strong bonding 48 between insect oral secretion chemical
compounds and plant elicitors, Systemin and PEP1. This con�rmed the �ndings that insect oral
secretions contain the compounds which can induce defense responses of plants and cause higher levels
of JA production as compared only to mechanical damage 40,49. Our results con�rmed previous �ndings
as reported by Chen & Mao 4 who reported that elicitors derived from insects can activate plant defense
by interacting with plant elicitors Systemin and PEP1. The receptors of these elicitors present on the
epithelial cells are SYR1, LRR PEPR1 upon receiving signals they initiate a cascade of plant defense
signaling network. After this several changes occur in a plant cell all these changes consider as early
plant defense responses by the production of Jasmonic acid 50. These changes activate jasmonate acid
(JA) production in the plant. Afterward, certain changes occur in the peroxisome of a plant cell. All these
changes in plant cells activate the OPDA pathway. Jasmonic acid and its primary precursor fatty acid
derived12-oxophytodienoic acid (OPDA) enzymes are the most studied oxylipins 51. These OPDA
enzymes, include Hydroxyperoxide lyase and Allene oxide synthase, play the role of key mediator in the
production pathway of green leafy volatiles and jasmonic acid respectively. Molecular docking of AOS
and HPL, with their ligands 9(S) and 13(S) hydroxyperoxides 52, was done through AutoDock Vina and
analyzed the results by using LIGPLOT. Both AOS and HPL showed good interaction with the ligands.
Allene oxide synthase belongs to the cytochrome P450 family of enzymes, interacts with 9- or 13-
hydroxyperoxides and act as catalytic agent in jasmonate production in plant cell chloroplast 37 hence
proved. Hydroxyperoxide lyase another important enzyme catalyzes the production of GLVs by using the
same substrates 53. Our �nding con�rmed that not only AOS but HPL interact with 9(S) and 13(S)
hydroxyperoxides to mediate the Jasmonic acid synthesis pathway. JA and JA-Ile induced by systemin
act as signals and are transported to adjacent sites for defensive responses 54. The Jasmonic acid shifts
towards cytoplasm then converted to JA-IIe (Jasmonate Isoleucine) and interact with nuclear receptor
COI1 (Coronatine Insensitive Protein 1). This interaction causes the degradation of JAZ protein that holds
transcription factor MYC2. this induces downstream gene expression for defense protein formation 55.
Our results show a strong interaction between JA-Ile and COI1 with three hydrogen bonds at a bond
distance of less than 4Å. The MYC transcription factors by bind to JAZ protein and activates JA-Ile-COI1
complex and degrade of JAZ with the help of 26S proteasome 39. Three dimensional structure COI1 and
JAZ complex is evident of its high binding a�nity with JA-Ile compound 56. We docked the COI1-JA-Ile
complex with JAZ and predicted strong interaction showing �ve hydrogen bonds each with less than 4Å
distance. Seven hydrogen bonds were formed and a salt bridge bond was also found. The salt bridge
most often arises from the anionic carboxylate (RCOO−) of either aspartic acid or glutamic acid and the
cationic ammonium (RNH3+) from lysine or the guanidinium (RNHC(NH2)2+) of arginine 57. The bond
distance required for good interaction must be ≤ 4 Å (400 pm) 58.
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At the end Jasmonic acid activate defense responsive genes and the plant shows the JA mediated
response. the F-box COI1 protein, which functions as part of the JA receptor, interacts with the
Skp1/Cullin counterparts to form the Skp1–Cullin–F-box (SCF) COI1 ubiquitin E3 ligase complex and
interacts physically with JAZ repressor proteins in the presence of JA conjugated with the amino acid
isoleucine and convert to jasmonoyl-L-isoleucine (JA-Ile). This is an active form of JA59 which switch on
the defense related plant genes60,61.

The study of Arabidopsis AOS protein-protein interaction mechanism and structure elucidation has been
reported before by Lee et al. 62,63 .The Protein-Protein interaction of AOS and HPL was done by using the
STRING database to further con�rm the interaction partners of these proteins in the JAS production
pathway. The biosynthesis of JA starts with -linolenic acid which is converted to its 13(S) -
hydroperoxylinolenic acid by 13-LOX; the LOX product is subsequently converted to jasmonic acid by
sequential action of allene oxide synthase (AOS), allene oxide cyclase (AOC) and 12-oxo-phytodienoic
acid reductase (OPR) while HPL and ADH2 lead to the biosynthesis of GLV 64–67. The results con�rm the
above �ndings. Both AOS and HPL had shown an interaction between each other and showed common
interaction partners of the Lipoxygenase family i.e., loxC, Solyc09g0559002.1, 101263024 and loxc. AOS
also showed interaction partner AOC, COI1 and OPR1. Lipoxygenases (lox) are a ubiquitous family of
non-heme iron enzymes widely distributed in plants, initiate hydroperoxidation of polyunsaturated fatty
acids and produce phytooxylipins (jasmonic acid and GLVs) responsible for physiological processes like
seed germination, fruit ripening, senescence and defense (against biotic and abiotic stress) 68.

HPL shows interaction with ADH2 (Alcohol dehydrogenase). Alcohol dehydrogenases (ADHs) belong to
the dehydrogenase superfamily 69. GLVs originate in the hydroperoxide lyase (HPL) branch of the oxylipin
pathway, with the help of ADH2 70–72. Which is a crucial plant defense signal of in result of herbivory73, 74

.

The pairwise alignment of AOS and HPL showed 39.5% identity and 60.7% similarity. Structural
superposition showed a similar trend with 37. 5% identity these results con�rm that although AOS
(CYP74A) and HPL (CYP74B) are closely related members of the CYP74 family and interact with the
same set of substrates (13-h) yet result in diverse products. Our �ndings con�rmed the information given
by Tyagi et al.75. They found the F amino acid plays important role in binding with 13- hydroxy peroxide
for the production of jasmonic acid. They also observed that the F in AOS sequence (involved in binding
with substrate) is replaced by L in HPL of Japanese rice. In our study we found to F amino acids in AOS
were found to interact with 13-hydroxy peroxide but no F was involved in HPL-13 hydroxy peroxide
interaction. The HPL also showed interaction with ADH2 which leads to producing GLVs but commonly
interacting with lox.

Our �ndings suggest that these two branches (AOS and HPL) of the oxylipin pathway exhibit crosstalk
with regards to biosynthesis and signaling and cooperate to function in multiple abiotic stress
responses76
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Materials And Methods
Selection and retrieval of Insect/plant elicitors and receptors

Insects release various chemical compounds, from their oral secretions (regurgitate and saliva) during
herbivory which activate defense mechanisms in plants. We have selected highly cited elicitor molecules
involved in plant defense pathway activation. The structures of selected molecules were downloaded in
sdf (structure-data �le) format through PubChem and converted to .pdb format through PyMol (Table 1).
Inceptin is a proteolytic fragment produced by insect larvae that previously ingested the plant protein and
mediates plant perception of herbivory. This is categorized both as insect/plant elicitor. The amino acid
sequences of some plant elicitors (and inceptin) and receptors were retrieved from UniProt (Table 2).
Protein 3D Structure Prediction

Three-dimensional (3D) structures of the proteins not available in PDB were predicted through homology
and Ab-initio methods. Protein BLAST of the protein sequences was done through NCBI BLASTp
(selecting PDB dataset) to get good templates for use in homology modeling. The 3D structures of
proteins, having more than 35% identical templates, were modeled by homology modeling. Homology
modeling was done by using an o�ine tool Modeller 9.1. The protein which could not result in an
identical template (< 35%) were predicted through Ab-initio based structure modeling method. The protein
FASTA sequences were submitted to an online available server

I-TASSER for Ab-initio based structure modeling. ModRe�ner a web-based server was used to by using
Ab-Initio modeling 34. The quality of the predicted models have to be evaluated by different evaluation
tools to ensure its quality. The re�nement of low quality structures was done Galxyweb server. The re�ned
models were submitted to the SAVES server, which uses different sets of structure evaluation platforms
and quali�ed models were selected.
Docking Analysis

Docking analysis of protein-ligand interaction was done by using Auto Dock Vina while protein-protein
docking was done by using the online available server Patch Dock. The strongest binders were identi�ed
based on lower binding energy and hydrogen bonding.

Protein-ligand with Auto Dock Vina
Auto Dock Vina is an o�ine sever it has GUI-based MGL tools, ligand and protein preparations and a
Command line-based interface for the execution of molecular docking. First of all, the pdb �les of ligand
and protein �les were subject to charges addition and converted to. pdbqt format. Grid was set for blind
docking then a con�guration �le was prepared to run in the command line for docking. Five models were
generated and the model with the lowest binding energy and RMSD value was selected. All the models
were deleted from the output.pdbqt �le except the selected one. This output.pdbqt �le was used for
interactive visualization.

Protein-Protein docking with Patch Dock
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Protein-Protein docking was done by an online available serve Patch Dock. It works on a molecular
docking algorithm based on shape complementarity principles 35. Three dimensional models of proteins
(.pdb) to be docked were uploaded to server. The results were received via email in the form of the
compressed folder of the top 20 selected complexes. The docked complexes were subjected for
re�nement through the online available server Fast Interaction RE�nement in molecular DOCKing
(FireDock). The protein-ligand and receptor pdb �les and a Patch Dock generated, Tarsansformations.txt
�le was uploaded to the server for re�nement. The resulting best-scored docked complex was selected
based on lower binding energy.

Docking result visualization
Complex. pdb �les were uploaded to LIGPLOT + to visualize interactions in the docked complex. Protein-
ligand was visualized by selecting the option LIGPLOT while Protein-Protein interaction was visualized by
selecting option DIMPLOT. The 2-D structure of the complex was generated showing hydrogen bonding
and hydrophobic interactions. BIOVA DISCOVERY STUDIO® 36 was used for 3D visualization of a docked
protein complex.

Jasmonate biosynthesis pathway
The interactions of insect elicitors with plant receptors activates different plant defense through different
pathways. We selected the Octadecanoid pathway, which produces jasmonic acid (JA), for our study. JA
is the main regulator of the plant defense mechanism.

AOS (Allene oxide synthase) and HPL (Hydroxyperoxide lyase) are the two main enzymes of jasmonic
acid (JA) and Green leafy volatiles (GLV) production pathway. AOS and HPL were selected to study how
they are involved in Jasmonic acid production. The amino acid sequences of both enzymes were
obtained from UniProt under Q9LLB0 (AOS) and K4CF70 (HPL). Homology-based modeling was done
using Modeler 9.1.

Interaction of AOS and HPL with their ligand molecules
It was reported in the literature that Allene oxide synthase (AOS) catalyzes the �rst step of jasmonate
biosynthesis in the chloroplast by interacting with 9 and 13- hydroxyperoxides 37. The molecules of 9 and
13- hydroxyperoxides were selected as ligands for AOS and HPL. Protein-ligand docking was performed
by using AutoDock Vina and protein-ligand interaction was visualized from LIGPLOT.

Jasmonate signaling and regulation
Jasmonic acid (JA) is generated in the peroxisome and transferred into cytoplasm. In cytoplasm, the
active signal in defense signaling appears to be the amide-linked isoleucine conjugate JA-Ile rather than
JA itself. This JA-Ile promotes the interaction of Coronatine Insensitive Protein 1 (COI1) and Jasmonate
ZIM domain (JAZ) protein. Afterwards, 26S proteasome perform the ubiquitination of JAZ proteins and
expression of downstream genes are activated by speci�c transcription factors.

Interaction of COI1 with JA-IIe
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Coronatine Insensitive Protein 1 (COI1) is a nucleus receptor that binds with the JA-IIe (Jasmonate
Isoleucine) to degrade JAZ protein. The 2D structure of JA-Ile was obtained from PubChem while the 3D
structure of COI1 was downloaded from RCSB PDB (PDB ID: 3OGM). 3OGM is the Structure of COI1-ASK1
in complex with coronatine and the JAZ1 degron. Chain B of the complex is COI1and it was cut by using
Chimera 1.8. The ligand JA-Ile was docked with COI1 by Auto Dock Vina.

Interaction of COI1 receptor with JAZ protein
The 3D structure of the JAZ binding domain was downloaded from RCSB PDB (PDB ID: 4RS9) which is a
structure of MYC3 N-terminal JAZ-binding domain complex with Jas motif of JAZ9. The chain B, JAZ
degron, was cut and retrieved by Chimera 1.8.

The docked COI1-JA-Ile complex was docked with JAZ by submitting to the Patch Dock server and
complexes were re�ned through FireDock. The best-docked complex was downloaded and 2D
interactions were visualized through DIMPLOT while for 3D complex visualization BIOVA DISCOVERY
STUDIO®

Protein-Protein interactions
Protein-Protein interaction networks 38 were used to understand biological processes in organisms.
Protein-Protein interaction was explored, from protein-protein interaction database STRING, to �nd out the
interactions of the target protein to other proteins which might be selected for alternate target site in
future.

Protein sequence and structure alignment
Hydroperoxide lyase (HPL) and Allene oxide synthase (AOS) are involved in a same pathway for almost
same functions that’s why they are thought to be closely related. The pairwise sequence alignment was
done by the EMBL_EBI Pairwise sequence alignment tool. Three-dimensional structure superposition was
by Matchmaker of Chimera 1.8.
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Figure 1

Herbivory induced plant defense pathway
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Figure 2

Predicted 3D structure of allene oxide synthase (AOS) of Solanum lycopersicum
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Figure 3

Predicted 3D structure of hydroxperoxide lyase (HPL) of Solanum lycopersicum
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Figure 4

Protein-ligand 2D interaction map a. Systemin-voliticin b. PEP-voliticin c. Systemin- caeliferin d. PEP-
bruchin e.Systemin-bruchin f. PEP- caeliferin
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Figure 5

Protein-protein 2D interaction map a. Systemin-SYR b. PEP-PEPR c. Inceptin-LRR
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Figure 6

2D interaction map for Protein-ligand in jasmonate biosynthesis pathway a.13(S) Hydroperoxide-HPL
complex b. 13(S) Hydroperoxide-AOS complex c. 9(S) Hydroperoxide-HPL complex d. 9(S) Hydroperoxide-
AOS complex
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Figure 7

Interaction of COI1 with JA-Ile in Jasmonic acid induce plant defense mechanism a. 2 D interaction plot
b. 3D complex
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Figure 8

Interaction of COI1- JA-Ile complex with JAZ protein degron in Jasmonic acid induce plant defense
mechanism a. 2 D interaction plot b. 3D complex

Figure 9

Protein interaction partners of allene oxide synthase (AOS) of Solanum lycopersicum
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Figure 10

Protein interaction partners of hydroxyperoxide lyase (HPL) of Solanum lycopersicum
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Figure 11

Pairwise sequence alignment of allene oxide synthase (AOS) and hydroxyperoxide lyase (HPL) of
Solanum lycopersicum
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Figure 12

Three dimensional structure superposition of allene oxide synthase (AOS) and hydroxyperoxide lyase
(HPL) of Solanum lycopersicum a. 3D superposed complex b. pairwise sequence alignment during
structure superposition.
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